A unit preserving '-endomorphism a on the hyperfinite II j factor R is called a shift if f)™=0o"(R) = {X\;X e C} . A shift o is called Powers' binary shift if there is a self-adjoint unitary u such that R = {an(u);n e NU{0}}" and ak(u)u = ±uok(u) for /teNu{0}. Let q(a) be the number min{A: 6 N;ak(R)' n R / Cl} . It is shown that the number q(a) is not the complete outer conjugacy invariant for Powers' binary shifts.
INTRODUCTION
Powers [5] called an identity preserving '-endomorphism a of the hyperfinite 11,-factor R such that p|^0cr (R) = Cl a shift and defined the index of a by Jones index [R:a(R)] [4] . A shift a is called a Powers' binary shift if there is a selfadjoint unitary u0 in R such that R is generated by {an(u0);n = 0,1,2,...} and g"(u0) and am(uQ) pairwise commute or anticommute. Here [R:a(R)\ = 2. The unitary u0 is called a regenerator of R [5] . In the following we put un = a"(u0).
Shifts a and ß are called conjugate if there exists an automorphism 6 on R such that ß = 8a8~ . And a and ß are called outer conjugate if there exist a unitary u e R and an automorphism 8 on R such that ß = 8a8~ o A du [5] . Powers [5] classified binary shifts completely up to conjugacy. Subsequently Price [6] characterized Powers' binary shifts and surprisingly found a nonbinary shift on R of index two. Powers [5] also considered the outer conjugacy invariant q(a) = min{A: G N;cr (R)' n R ^ Cl} for binary shifts a . Then Powers [5] raised the problem of whether the numbers q(a) are the complete outer conjugacy invariant or not for binary shifts a. In this paper we shall give a negative answer of this Powers' problem. In order to do this, we shall use the relative commutant algebras {a (R)' n R;k = 0,1,2,...}.
Obviously the set of the (isomorphism classes of) relative commutant algebras {ak(R)'nR;k = 0,1 ,2, ...} is an outer conjugacy invariant for binary shifts a.
Powers' problem
Powers' binary shifts are realized as follows [3] . Let G = ]]°10 ^ ^e tne restricted direct product of Gl■ = I2 = {0, 1}. A function a:I -► {0,1} is called a signature sequence if <z(0) = 0 and a(n) = a(-n) for any integer « G Z (cf. [5, 6, 7] ). Define the canonical shift a on the group G as follows: For x = (x(i)) G G, (a(x))(i) = x(i -1) for i > 1 and (o(x))(0) = 0. Let us define a multiplier ma G Z2(G, T) by
We shall define a unitary operator Xm (x) on / (G) by
forx.yGG and £ G l2(G).
Let Rm (G) be the von Neumann algebra generated by {A (x) ;x G G}. A signature sequence a is periodic if there exists an integer k suchthat a(k+n) = a(n) for n Gl. Price [4, 5] showed that a is aperiodic (i.e., not periodic) if and only if Rm (G) is a factor (cf. also [1, 3] ). In the following we shall always assume that the signature sequence a is aperiodic and identify the sequence (a(i) ; i € N u {0}) with (a(i) ; i € Z).
Since ma(a(x) ,a(y)) -ma(x ,y), a induces a shift a on Rm (G) such that o(Xm (x)) = km (a(x)) for x G G, where we use the same notation a. Powers [5] defined the following outer conjugacy invariant q(a) for shifts a: Put q(a) = min{kGN;(7k(R)'r\R¿Cl}. Remark 3. Take the signature sequence a such that the set {/ e IM;a(/) ^ 0} is finite. Let degree a be the number max{/ g N;a(i) / 0} . Then Theorem 1 says that q(a) -(degree«) + 1 .
In [5] , Powers raised the following problem (cf. also [7] ). Powers' problem. If a and ß are binary shifts and q(a) = q(ß) then are a and ß outer conjugate?
We give a negative answer to the above problem. Then obviously degree a = degree b and order a = order b. On the other hand, by Theorem 1, we have that C7(aa) = M2 <g> C4 and C7(ab) = M4 . Thus C7(cJa) is not isomorphic to C7(ab). Hence aa and ab are not outer conjugate.
Remark 7. In [2] , M. Choda also uses the numbers min{k G N;cr (/?)' r\R Ĉ l} and min{Ä: e N;cr (R)' ni? is not abelian} for projection shifts to show that there are at least a countable infinity of outer conjugacy classes among the projection shifts of R with the index X G {4 cos (n/n) ;n = 3 ,4, ... }u [4, oo) .
